Program of Learning Opportunities
for Parents and Students
Please reference this document when scheduling your conference time so you can attend other learning
sessions of interest to you while you are on campus for the Student-Led Conference on March 26 or 27. You
should receive instructions for scheduling conferences by email.

International School of Beijing – Middle School
March 2018

Middle School United Learning Sessions for Parents/Students – Monday, March 26
Parents and Students are welcome to attend any sessions of interest. No need to sign up
in advance, just drop in and enjoy learning!
10:15-10:45

10:15-10:45

10:30-11:30

10:30-10:45

10:45-11:15

10:45-11:45

11:00-11:15

11:00-11:15

11:00-11:30

11:15-11:30

11:15-11:45

Math, Models, & Manipulatives! *How do models help students understand Math?
*How can playing with blocks develop conceptual knowledge of fraction
operations?
*Why do we do Modeling in Math?
The goal of this half-hour session is to have parents take the role of
students and use manipulatives (blocks/tiles/etc.) to develop conceptual
models of the ideas we talk about in class.
Sleep vs. Homework - What is more important? Sleep or Homework? Mr.
Schafer will talk about the importance of sleep and how we all need to
strive for a balance in our lives. Research on the importance of sleep and
homework will be shared as well as ideas on how we can support and
contribute to healthy, balanced life.
Open Art Studio - Students, bring your parents into the Art Studio! Enjoy an
hour of art making together. Using media that you know, design and create
a collaborative piece of art. Ceramics, drawing, textiles, painting, sculpture,
and more will be available.
World is a Stage: Basic Drama Exercises for the Everyday World - Ever
wonder what happens in a drama class? In this fun and interactive
workshop session, participants will play drama games to boost confidence
and develop communication skills. No drama experience necessary; just a
willingness to play and learn. Comfortable clothes are preferable for ease of
movement.
PE Workshops - Come and experience what your child does in PE. Grab a
badminton racquet, strap on a climbing harness, or put on your dancing
shoes to see how PE has evolved since you were a student.
Family Maker Studio - Come to the design lab, learn more about design
thinking, and make as a family. Design challenges will be available for
parents and children to problem solve and create together. ES - MS - HS
students allowed but must be accompanied by a parent.
Mindfulness - In our busy lives today it is easy to lose track of ourselves. In
aiming to foster the whole child MS offers enrichments to help add balance
to our students lives. In trimester 3 I will be offering a mindfulness
enrichment which aims to help arm students with techniques to be more
mindful, reduce stress and lead more fulfilling lives.
Online Resources to Support the English Language Learner in Grade 6 Come and discover the excellent online resources your child should explore
that reinforce the learning of English done here at school.
Why librarians matter more than ever: sailing the sea of information.
Students can search for information almost anywhere and at anytime, but
are they getting the right information? Helping students find the right
information has always been the role of the librarian, but the skills we
teach now are very different from the time before Internet Everywhere.
Come learn more about the vital role the librarian plays in preparing
students for university and beyond.
Algebra 1 for Parents - Take a step back into the math class to peek inside
the work our 8th grade Algebra 1 students undertake. We will take a look at
how students develop their mathematical practices to develop conceptual
understanding in their studies of functions.
French Survival in a French Restaurant - Spend 30 minutes in a French
restaurant: language, manners, make sure you don't end up with snails in
your plate.......unless you've ordered it!
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Why Service Matters - Encouraging students to participate in service
activities not only is good for others, but helps build self-esteem and
integrity in oneself. Studies have shown that young adults with the highest
levels of integrity (choosing to do the "right" thing) and self-esteem are
often those who are involved in community or global activities involving
helping others. Additionally, these same people tend to be among the
happiest! Come and learn about the simple act of giving time, and find out
how it can help your child grow into a stronger individual.
Practice Makes Perfect – maybe? For every student learning a string
instrument, more practice is a good thing. But is practice time always used
in the most effective way? Do students know how to practice effectively?
Do parents know what to listen for when their child is practicing? This
session will give some guidelines for good and reliable practice techniques
that can be used for all levels of orchestra.
World is a Stage: Basic Drama Exercises for the Everyday World - Ever
wonder what happens in a drama class? In this fun and interactive
workshop session, participants will play drama games to boost confidence
and develop communication skills. No drama experience necessary; just a
willingness to play and learn. Comfortable clothes are preferable for ease of
movement.
Dive to the Depths of the Great Barrier Reef! - Have you ever wanted to
dive to the depths of the Great Barrier Reef? Too far to travel? Too
expensive? Can’t swim? Don’t want to damage a threatened ecosystem?
No problem! Take this opportunity to explore the Reef in Virtual Reality.
Swim with shoals of fish, apex predators and view the array of coral. To
participate in this session you will need to come prepared with a phone
with Google Expeditions installed. This session is limited to the first 20
participants.
Mindfulness Session - Individually, we get caught up into the every day
tasks of "doing" to the extent that we are unable to fully see and recognize
the mini miracles of awesomeness all around us! The MS Counselors would
like to provide mindful activities that will guide you in slowing down,
purposefully paying attention and bringing awareness to yourself as well as
your surroundings. Stop, look and listen....will take on a whole new
meaning as you bring a calming attentiveness to the present moment.
Being a Girl - Bonding time with your daughter. Code RED... Knowing your
own body is the essential for girls. We review what the period is and how
we can take care of yourself better. You will be more confident to be a girl
after this session!
Online Resources to Support the English Language Learner in Grade 6 Come and discover the excellent online resources your child should explore
that reinforce the learning of English done here at school.
Parent-Child: Basketball Bonding - Mothers or fathers and their sons or
daughters are invited to come play some basketball games, warm ups and
activities. This is a chance to get active and celebrate community wellness
as well as celebrating student learning. All levels are welcome!
Why Service Matters - Encouraging students to participate in service
activities not only is good for others, but helps build self-esteem and
integrity in oneself. Studies have shown that young adults with the highest
levels of integrity (choosing to do the "right" thing) and self-esteem are
often those who are involved in community or global activities involving
helping others. Additionally, these same people tend to be among the
happiest! Come and learn about the simple act of giving time, and find out
how it can help your child grow into a stronger individual.
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Comparing Korean culture to ISB - Do you want to understand Korean
cultural norms? Do you want to learn more about ISB's cultural norms? If
you are a Korean parent/student come to this session and you want to
understand how ISB's learning community expectations compare to those
in Korea or if you are a non-Korean parent, student or teacher and want to
learn more about Korean culture, this session is for you.
Mindfulness - In our busy lives today it is easy to lose track of ourselves. In
aiming to foster the whole child MS offers enrichments to help add balance
to our students lives. In trimester 3 I will be offering a mindfulness
enrichment which aims to help arm students with techniques to be more
mindful, reduce stress and lead more fulfilling lives.
Sleep vs. Homework - What is more important? Sleep or Homework? Mr.
Schafer will talk about the importance of sleep and how we all need to
strive for a balance in our lives. Research on the importance of sleep and
homework will be shared as well as ideas on how we can support and
contribute to healthy, balanced life.
Opportunities for MS students outside Chinese classroom - Learning
doesn't stop outside the classroom, get involved in out-of-class educational
opportunities! The experience will be valuable and essential for future
success both in learning Chinese and in life. Examples of these
opportunities include service learning projects, volunteering, and
competitive events. Students can practice language skills with their peers
from a broader community and get motivated in learning about Chinese
and its culture.
Math, Models, & Manipulatives! *How do models help students understand Math?
*How can playing with blocks develop conceptual knowledge of fraction
operations?
*Why do we do Modeling in Math?
The goal of this half-hour session is to have parents take the role of
students and use manipulatives (blocks/tiles/etc.) to develop conceptual
models of the ideas we talk about in class.
Algebra 1 for Parents - Take a step back into the math class to peek inside
the work our 8th grade Algebra 1 students undertake. We will take a look at
how students develop their mathematical practices to develop conceptual
understanding in their studies of functions.
World is a Stage: Basic Drama Exercises for the Everyday World - Ever
wonder what happens in a drama class? In this fun and interactive
workshop session, participants will play drama games to boost confidence
and develop communication skills. No drama experience necessary; just a
willingness to play and learn. Comfortable clothes are preferable for ease of
movement.
PE Workshops - Come and experience what your child does in PE. Grab a
badminton racquet, strap on a climbing harness, or put on your dancing
shoes to see how PE has evolved since you were a student.
My Teacher Won't Answer My Questions!: Understanding Inquiry-Based
Teaching - Have you gotten frustrated with a teacher who asks students to
go and figure out the answers to questions on their own? Perhaps you
have heard that a teacher is "not a good teacher" because they won't stand
at the front of the class and really teach. Are ISB's standards for teaching
going downhill, or is something else going on. Come and hear Dr. Hill,
Middle School Principal, give an explanation and bring your own questions.
Wawayaya Joy Reader for Home Reading - Wawayaya Joy Reader is a new
online reading platform developed to enrich students' language learning
through reading. It contains a huge range of colourful and entertaining
Chinese readers published in recent years. These readers are levelled to suit
various reading proficiencies. This session will provide demonstration of
this valuable resource, as well as useful tips for installing the app on your
home device.
End of program for March 26
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Middle School United Learning Sessions for Parents/Students – Tuesday, March 27
Parents and Students are welcome to attend any sessions of interest. No need to sign up
in advance, just drop in and enjoy learning!
9:00-9:30

9:00 – 9:30

9:15-9:30

9:30-9:45

9:30-10:00

9:45-10:00

9:45-10:00

10:00-10:30

10:15-10:30

My Teacher Won't Answer My Questions!: Understanding Inquiry-Based
Teaching - Have you gotten frustrated with a teacher who asks students to
go and figure out the answers to questions on their own? Perhaps you
have heard that a teacher is "not a good teacher" because they won't stand
at the front of the class and really teach. Are ISB's standards for teaching
going downhill, or is something else going on. Come and hear Dr. Hill,
Middle School Principal, give an explanation and bring your own questions.
Practice Makes Perfect – maybe? For every student learning a string
instrument, more practice is a good thing. But is practice time always used
in the most effective way? Do students know how to practice effectively?
Do parents know what to listen for when their child is practicing? This
session will give some guidelines for good and reliable practice techniques
that can be used for all levels of orchestra.
Algebra 1 for Parents - Take a step back into the math class to peek inside
the work our 8th grade Algebra 1 students undertake. We will take a look at
how students develop their mathematical practices to develop conceptual
understanding in their studies of functions.
World is a Stage: Basic Drama Exercises for the Everyday World - Ever
wonder what happens in a drama class? In this fun and interactive
workshop session, participants will play drama games to boost confidence
and develop communication skills. No drama experience necessary; just a
willingness to play and learn. Comfortable clothes are preferable for ease of
movement.
PE Workshops - Come and experience what your child does in PE. Grab a
badminton racquet, strap on a climbing harness, or put on your dancing
shoes to see how PE has evolved since you were a student.
Online Resources to Support the English Language Learner in Grade 6 Come and discover the excellent online resources your child should explore
that reinforce the learning of English done here at school.
Why Service Matters - Encouraging students to participate in service
activities not only is good for others, but helps build self-esteem and
integrity in oneself. Studies have shown that young adults with the highest
levels of integrity (choosing to do the "right" thing) and self-esteem are
often those who are involved in community or global activities involving
helping others. Additionally, these same people tend to be among the
happiest! Come and learn about the simple act of giving time, and find out
how it can help your child grow into a stronger individual.
Opportunities for MS students outside Chinese classroom - Learning
doesn't stop outside the classroom, get involved in out-of-class educational
opportunities! The experience will be valuable and essential for future
success both in learning Chinese and in life. Examples of these
opportunities include service learning projects, volunteering, and
competitive events. Students can practice language skills with their peers
from a broader community and get motivated in learning about Chinese
and its culture.
Mindfulness - In our busy lives today it is easy to lose track of ourselves. In
aiming to foster the whole child MS offers enrichments to help add balance
to our students lives. In trimester 3 I will be offering a mindfulness
enrichment which aims to help arm students with techniques to be more
mindful, reduce stress and lead more fulfilling lives.
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Comparing Korean culture to ISB - Do you want to understand Korean
cultural norms? Do you want to learn more about ISB's cultural norms? If
you are a Korean parent/student come to this session and you want to
understand how ISB's learning community expectations compare to those
in Korea or if you are a non-Korean parent, student or teacher and want to
learn more about Korean culture, this session is for you.
Wawayaya Joy Reader for Home Reading - Wawayaya Joy Reader is a new
online reading platform developed to enrich students' language learning
through reading. It contains a huge range of colourful and entertaining
Chinese readers published in recent years. These readers are levelled to suit
various reading proficiencies. This session will provide demonstration of
this valuable resource, as well as useful tips for installing the app on your
home device.
Math, Models, & Manipulatives! *How do models help students understand Math?
*How can playing with blocks develop conceptual knowledge of fraction
operations?
*Why do we do Modeling in Math?
The goal of this half-hour session is to have parents take the role of
students and use manipulatives (blocks/tiles/etc.) to develop conceptual
models of the ideas we talk about in class.
Parent-Child: Basketball Bonding - Mothers or fathers and their sons or
daughters are invited to come play some basketball games, warm ups and
activities. This is a chance to get active and celebrate community wellness
as well as celebrating student learning. All levels are welcome!
Dive to the Depths of the Great Barrier Reef! - Have you ever wanted to
dive to the depths of the Great Barrier Reef? Too far to travel? Too
expensive? Can’t swim? Don’t want to damage a threatened ecosystem?
No problem! Take this opportunity to explore the Reef in Virtual Reality.
Swim with shoals of fish, apex predators and view the array of coral. To
participate in this session you will need to come prepared with a phone
with Google Expeditions installed. This session is limited to the first 20
participants.
World is a Stage: Basic Drama Exercises for the Everyday World - Ever
wonder what happens in a drama class? In this fun and interactive
workshop session, participants will play drama games to boost confidence
and develop communication skills. No drama experience necessary; just a
willingness to play and learn. Comfortable clothes are preferable for ease of
movement.
Sleep vs. Homework - What is more important? Sleep or Homework? Mr.
Schafer will talk about the importance of sleep and how we all need to
strive for a balance in our lives. Research on the importance of sleep and
homework will be shared as well as ideas on how we can support and
contribute to healthy, balanced life.
Being a Girl - Bonding time with your daughter. Code RED... Knowing your
own body is the essential for girls. We review what the period is and how
we can take care of yourself better. You will be more confident to be a girl
after this session!
Why Service Matters - Encouraging students to participate in service
activities not only is good for others, but helps build self-esteem and
integrity in oneself. Studies have shown that young adults with the highest
levels of integrity (choosing to do the "right" thing) and self-esteem are
often those who are involved in community or global activities involving
helping others. Additionally, these same people tend to be among the
happiest! Come and learn about the simple act of giving time, and find out
how it can help your child grow into a stronger individual.
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Open Art Studio - Students, bring your parents into the Art Studio! Enjoy an
hour of art making together. Using media that you know, design and create
a collaborative piece of art. Ceramics, drawing, textiles, painting, sculpture,
and more will be available.
Math, Models, & Manipulatives! *How do models help students understand Math?
*How can playing with blocks develop conceptual knowledge of fraction
operations?
*Why do we do Modeling in Math?
The goal of this half-hour session is to have parents take the role of
students and use manipulatives (blocks/tiles/etc.) to develop conceptual
models of the ideas we talk about in class.
Mindfulness - In our busy lives today it is easy to lose track of ourselves. In
aiming to foster the whole child MS offers enrichments to help add balance
to our students lives. In trimester 3 I will be offering a mindfulness
enrichment which aims to help arm students with techniques to be more
mindful, reduce stress and lead more fulfilling lives.
French Survival in a French Restaurant - Spend 30 minutes in a French
restaurant: language, manners, make sure you don't end up with snails in
your plate.......unless you've ordered it!
PE Workshops - Come and experience what your child does in PE. Grab a
badminton racquet, strap on a climbing harness, or put on your dancing
shoes to see how PE has evolved since you were a student.
Family Maker Studio - Come to the design lab, learn more about design
thinking, and make as a family. Design challenges will be available for
parents and children to problem solve and create together. ES - MS - HS
students allowed but must be accompanied by a parent.
World is a Stage: Basic Drama Exercises for the Everyday World - Ever
wonder what happens in a drama class? In this fun and interactive
workshop session, participants will play drama games to boost confidence
and develop communication skills. No drama experience necessary; just a
willingness to play and learn. Comfortable clothes are preferable for ease of
movement.
Algebra 1 for Parents - Take a step back into the math class to peek inside
the work our 8th grade Algebra 1 students undertake. We will take a look at
how students develop their mathematical practices to develop conceptual
understanding in their studies of functions.
Sleep vs. Homework - What is more important? Sleep or Homework? Mr.
Schafer will talk about the importance of sleep and how we all need to
strive for a balance in our lives. Research on the importance of sleep and
homework will be shared as well as ideas on how we can support and
contribute to healthy, balanced life.
Why librarians matter more than ever: sailing the sea of information.
Students can search for information almost anywhere and at any time, but
are they getting the right information? Helping students find the right
information has always been the role of the librarian, but the skills we
teach now are very different from the time before Internet Everywhere.
Come learn more about the vital role the librarian plays in preparing
students for university and beyond.
End of Program for March 27
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